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1 Introduction 

1.1 What this document covers 

This document gives an overview of the Hildon 2.2 UI style for Maemo 5. It provides user 
interface principles, guidelines, and recommendations to ensure that all user interfaces designed 
for the platform offer a similar and consistent experience to the user.  

This document is intended for UI designers who would like to design a user interface for a new 
application, as well as designers or developers who want to port an existing application to the 
Hildon UI.  

Note:  Widgets, which are the common UI building blocks, are defined in the Hildon 2.2 
Widget UI specification. 

The illustrations in this document are examples only and are not necessarily pixel-perfect 
renditions of the actual user interface. 

1.1.1 Background and constraints  

The basic constraints for hardware and form-factors currently supported by Hildon are: 

• Screen resolution of 800x480 pixels and 16bit colour depth (65 536 colours) 

• 265 dpi screen resolution 

• Touch screen on a touch panel surface 

http://www.forum.nokia.com/info/sw.nokia.com/id/019c2b31-3777-49a0-9257-970d79580756/Hildon_2_2_Widget_UI_Specification.html
http://www.forum.nokia.com/info/sw.nokia.com/id/019c2b31-3777-49a0-9257-970d79580756/Hildon_2_2_Widget_UI_Specification.html
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2 Key UI principles 

2.1 Direct interaction and content manipulation  

• One tap interaction without an initial focus 

• Interaction via the displayed content instead or menus or controls 

2.2 Finger usable touch screen UI  

• Natural interaction, usable directly with fingers without having to utilise a stylus in a mobile 
context 

2.3 Relevant and emotional rewarding  

• Continuously underlining the user’s needs and visual style   
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3 Ergonomics and device interaction  

The Hildon UI is for small, portable devices that are used mainly in landscape orientation. The 
Hildon UI style considers this by supporting the different ways a user is able to hold and interact 
with the device.  

3.1 Two-handed use with fingers  

All use cases can be accomplished by holding the device in both hands and interacting using 
fingers.  

Consider that the user’s hand may cover parts of the screen and displayed content or controls. 

3.2 Two-handed use – using an integrated keyboard  

The current range of target devices include an integrated slide-out hardware keyboard, 
containing hardware keys for text input and cursor movement. All use cases should be possible 
when the keyboard is open, except portrait usage, which does not need to be enabled in this 
mode. 

The detection of sliding out the keyboard can also be used for certain interactions like displaying 
keyboard shortcuts inside the View menu. However it cannot be assumed that the keyboard 
being out is a signal to go to a separate editing mode, as essentially the user can always use the 
device while the keyboard is open. 

Consider that while typing users cannot reach the upper part of the touch screen in a convenient 
manner without changing the device grip. Furthermore, keep in mind that while typing it is 
difficult to interact with the device using a stylus. 

3.3 One-handed use – portrait use  

For one-handed use, the touch screen device cannot be used properly in landscape orientation. 
For these tasks a separate portrait UI mode can be provided. The Maemo 5 devices should 
feature a sensor detecting the device’s orientation. Switching the UI between landscape and 
portrait should be automatic based on the input from this sensor.  

Consider placing and grouping elements in such a manner that they are accessible with 
minimum hand movements.  

3.4 Dimensions of fingerable components  

While on the move it is more difficult to tap precisely on and interact with small onscreen 
controls. Thus, it is essential to use the following size dimensions for finger usable UI 
components:  

• Minimum row height for a list with multiple rows of content, with sufficient width available: 
6.7 mm (~70 px at 265 dpi)  

• Minimum width and height for a block-type elements (button): 6.7 mm x 10.7 mm (~ 70px x 
112px at 265 dpi)  

• Minimum height for a content item on the top or bottom edge of the screen (on a non-bevel 
screen), relevant to the top bar and application tool bars: 6.0mm (~60px at 265 dpi)  
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3.5 Stylus use  

Hildon UI style is optimised for finger use. The Maemo 5 devices can include a stylus. The stylus is 
intended mainly for tasks that require precision that the finger cannot offer. Some examples 
where the stylus eases the interaction:  

• Sketching or manipulating an image  

• Most web pages are currently optimised for desktop and mouse use, therefore it can be 
easier to interact with these using a stylus  

• Some 3rd party applications originally designed for a larger screen can require a stylus for 
their use  
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4 Navigation architecture  

 
Figure 1: Navigation architecture  

4.1 Desktop  

 
Figure 2: Desktop view example (panorama) 

The desktop is the default view of the device.  

The role of the Desktop view is to act as the main place for user personalisation. It offers one or 
multiple screens where the user can determine the contents to view. The user can change 
wallpapers and add applets and shortcuts to applications and content on the device. The (mobile 
phone) operator’s name should also be displayed on top of the Desktop view, next to the status 
area.  

The desktop acts as a ‘safe place’ for the user interface structure. For example, the Task switcher 
portrays the task thumbnails on top of the Desktop view. Nothing is displayed beneath the 
desktop view.  

The user can navigate through the Desktop views using a ‘flick’ panning gesture, switching to 
the next view. The Desktop view should remember which Desktop view the user had last open 
and returns to that view when going back to the desktop.  

Desktop view editing is done in a separate editing mode, so as not to conflict with the panning 
interaction.  

The extensible desktop does not create a virtual desktop structure: There is only one Task 
switcher in the device, containing all the running tasks. 

Desktop view provides support the user with mobile phone dialling capabilities, meaning the 
user is able to type in a phone number or use the Contact applet for initiating a call. 
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4.1.1 Accessing Desktop view 

The Desktop view is displayed when starting up the device, or when the user has no tasks 
running. The user can always go to the desktop view when tasks are open, by tapping the 
background of the Task Switcher view.  

4.2 Task launcher  

The Task launcher allows the user to start new tasks. 

The Task launcher contains shortcuts to tasks and a subgroup called ‘Applications’. There are no 
other subgroups. Tasks are both Nokia and 3rd party installed applications. 

Tasks are represented by icons arranged in the launcher view.  

Accessing a subgroup does not yet start a task; it only displays the contents of the subgroup. 

 
Figure 3: Task launcher view 

4.2.1 Accessing Task launcher 

If the user has no running tasks, a control to access the Task launcher is provided at the corner of 
the desktop view.  

If the user has running tasks or an inactivated incoming event then the Task launcher can be 
accessed from the corner of the Task switcher view. 

4.2.2 Task subgroup 

The Task launcher contains a subgroup for ‘Applications’. The subgroup is presented as views 
and utilises the back navigation by tapping on the dimmed/blurred background. 

 
Figure 4: Task launcher sub view 
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4.3 Task switcher  

The Task switcher is a view that displays all currently running tasks and indications of incoming 
events.  

The Task switcher view is displayed on top of the current Desktop view, dimming/blurring the 
view background. Each open task is displayed as a thumbnail of the task. 

Tapping on the dimmed/blurred background in the Switcher view moves the user back to the 
Desktop view.  

 
Figure 5: Task switcher view 

The amount and position of ongoing Tasks and incoming events in Task switcher determines the 
size of the thumbnails. This is conceptually the same as zooming out the Task switcher when 
new tasks are added. With more tasks, the thumbnails are scaled down and repositioned. If 
there are 12 + thumbnails (4x3), the view becomes vertically pannable. 

The user can have multiple instances of certain tasks running, for instance multiple separate 
conversation applications, each containing a separate chat discussion. These instances behave 
independently of each other. This means that closing one instance does not close other instances 
of the same task. There is no need to display multiple instances of the same view. For example, 
only one Conversation inbox view should be displayed at a time, even though the user has two 
instances of the Conversation application open. 

Task switcher allows the closing of task and incoming events through a Close control displayed in 
the top right corner of each thumbnail. If the user closes all of the ongoing tasks from the close 
buttons, the view returns to the Desktop view.  

4.3.1 Accessing Task switcher 

Task switcher can be accessed if the user has one or more ongoing tasks or incoming events 
available. Task switcher is always displayed in the top left corner of the UI, unless the user is in 
full-screen mode in the application. 

4.3.2 Running task thumbnails 

For each of the running tasks a thumbnail is displayed. This thumbnail usually displays a 
screenshot of that task. The screenshot should not include the top part of the view, only the 
current content area. Optionally the thumbnails can be ‘live’, in other words, updating in a given 
time frame. The thumbnail should also display the title of the task.  

Thumbnails can also be utilised to indicate activity occurring inside that task. For example, when 
an ongoing chat discussion in a Conversation task has new activity, this can be indicated by 
various visual means, for instance by highlighting the thumbnail, changing the graphics and 
colours of the thumbnail, and so on. 
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4.3.3 Incoming events in Task switcher 

In addition to thumbnail running tasks, the Task switcher also contains elements indicating 
incoming events. For more information about incoming events, see Section 4.5.2, ‘Thumbnails of 
incoming events’. 

4.4 View management  

Starting a new task from an ongoing task adds a new thumbnail to Task switcher.  

For example: View your friend’s contact details -> Start a call to your friend. This adds a new task 
(call) to Task switcher. A transition is shown to indicate that the UI switches to the new task 
while keeping the old task alive.  

 
Figure 6: Example - Open Contacts -> View menu and choose ‘Call’ 

A task view should not be automatically closed ‘at the end of a task’. For example, pressing ‘Send’ 
on an email transfers the view back to the previous view, or ending a call that the user initiated 
from the Phone application switches the view back to the previous view of the Phone 
application, instead of closing the task completely.  

If the user closes the current foreground task, the view should switch to the Task switcher view. 
If there are no ongoing tasks, the Desktop view is displayed.  

4.5 Incoming event notification 

Incoming events are pieces of information, usually related to communication, that come to the 
device without explicit user request. These consist of email, chat, and SMS messages, group chat 
invitations, authorisation requests, missed calls, and so on. 

Notifications about incoming event are shown on top of the currently shown UI.  

 
Figure 7: Notification of an incoming event 

When inside a task, the incoming events notifications are displayed as popups on the top part of 
the view, partly over the status and title areas. Tapping on the notification opens the related 
task. The tasks button icon switches to indicate the type of incoming event. The notification is 
shown for a few seconds until it slides towards the tasks button.  
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The inactivated notification slides to the task button and the button should provide a small 
visual hint. For more information about the Tasks button, see Section 5.1, ‘Task button’.  

The inactivated incoming event notifications are visible in the Task switcher.  

 
Figure 8: Ongoing task and an incoming event in the Task switcher 

The floating incoming event notifications have a close button, similar to thumbnails of on-going 
tasks. Tapping the Close button discards the notification.  

For some task situations, like playing a full-screen movie, the visual notifications are disabled, 
though other methods like LED/vibration can still be used. Low battery is the only exception as a 
critically low battery notification is always shown in the UI.  

The automatic keylock is also disabled when visual UI notifications are disabled. 

4.5.1 Grouping incoming events 

With some types of incoming events, multiple simultaneously arriving incoming event 
notifications are grouped by content type (5 new emails are displayed as one link to the inbox, 
instead of spawning 5 separate incoming events). Grouping is done initially for email, chat, and 
SMS messages. 

4.5.2 Thumbnails of incoming events 

A new item is created in the switcher view for each type of incoming event. 

The incoming event notification in the switcher should display basic preview information about 
the event, similar to the preview that is shown when the incoming event is first received. The 
event notification in the switcher should be clearly distinguishable from the thumbnails of the 
ongoing applications. 

4.5.3 Incoming calls 

Incoming calls are a special type of incoming event. They are not displayed in the same way as 
other events. Instead, the device starts ringing and a system modal incoming call dialogue is 
displayed to the user, requiring immediate attention from the user.  
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5 Platform UI  

The platform UI consists of the following entities:  

• Task button area  

• Status area  

• Title area, displaying the title of the current view and Close/Back button  

 
Figure 9: Platform UI layout 

5.1 Task button  

The upper left corner of the UI contains the Task button area.  

If the user has no tasks open (and is therefore in the Desktop view), the Tasks button displays an 
icon for opening the Task launcher.  

If the user has tasks open and/or incoming events available, the Tasks button displays an icon for 
opening the Task switcher.  

If the user has ‘seen’ but unopened incoming events in the Task switcher, the task switcher icon 
can be visually highlighted. (‘Seen’ is determined as the user having gone at least once to the 
Task switcher while the incoming event is displayed there.)  

 
Figure 10: Tasks button area, displaying Task launcher and Task switcher icons 

5.2 Status area  

The Status area is a small area on the right side of the Task button. It contains information about 
the basic system status, such as the current time and small status indicators for key information. 
These status indicators are only for the most critical and basic information such as battery level, 
connection status, or error cases. Some of the icons in the Status area are shown temporarily, in 
other words, they appear and fade back into the Status area after a brief timeout.  

The Status area layout and size depends partly on what content the user has configured the area 
to display. The width of the Status area can expand to display more information if needed. 
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Figure 11: Status area 

5.3 Status menu  

Tapping the whole Status area opens a finger-usable Status menu, which provides the user with 
immediate access to most important settings and controls for WLAN, Bluetooth, mobile 
connections, sound level, presence status, alarm indication, and so on. 

The controls that are displayed within the menu launch dialogues (system modal). Tapping on 
the dimmed/blurred area around the menu closes it. 

3rd party applications may add temporary controls to the Status menu. If there are more 
controls than can be displayed, the menu becomes pannable and a small scroll indicator is 
displayed on the right side. 

 
Figure 12: Status menu 

5.4 Title area 

Title area is located right of the Status area. It contains the current view title and close/back 
button. Tapping anywhere on the area of Menu icon and ViewTitle opens the View Menu which 
contains commands specific to the current view.  

 
Figure 13: Title area 

5.4.1 View title  

The text in the View title describes the task and the current view of the task, in a manner that 
makes it apparent for the user. This means it lists the name of the currently visible view within 
the particular task. The name of the actual task does not need to be duplicated, unless omitting 
it would result in confusion for the user.  
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5.4.2 Close/Back button  

Both Close and Back buttons are located on the top right side of the Title area.  

The Close button is shown in the root view of any task and enables the user to close the ongoing 
task.  

The Back button is shown in subview(s) and enables the user to navigate from a subview to the 
root view of the task. If the task contains more subviews then Back moves the user one view 
closer to the root view. Long pressing the Back button moves the user directly to the root view of 
the task. 
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6 Input mechanisms  

Input mechanisms are the mechanisms by which the user controls a Hildon device and enters 
data. The system provides feedback by displaying the data being entered and by responding to 
initiated commands.  

6.1 Hard keys  

The primary action of a key is performed when the key is pressed down and before the key is 
released. Some initiated actions depend on the length of the key press. A long press is a press 
lasting longer than 1.0 seconds. For certain keys, a long press launches a special interaction like 
activating the FN lock. For other keys, a long press acts as a signal to start repeating the key 
command. 

6.1.1 Mandatory hard keys  

6.1.1.1 Power key  

• Short press: launches the Power menu 

• Long press: turns the device on or off 

6.1.1.2 Lock key  

Locks or unlocks the device, both touch screen and hardware keys, depending on the device 
state (locked or unlocked). 

6.1.1.3 Decrease/increase keys  

The +/- keys behave based on the current context of the device. They can be used for 
functionalities like content zooming (for example, of a web page) or adjusting the sound volume 
of a call.  

In landscape orientation the increase (+) key is on the right side and the decrease (-) key is on 
the left. 

In portrait orientation increase (+) key is at the bottom and the decrease (-) key is at the top. 
Only in the Phone application and during an ongoing call are the functions of the keys changed: 
increase (+) key is then at the top and decrease (-) key is at the bottom. 

 
Figure 14: Behaviour of decrease/increase keys in landscape and portrait orientation 
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6.1.2 Optional hard keys or hardware enablers  

6.1.2.1 Capture key  

A press on the capture key acts a shortcut for activating the Camera task. If the camera task is 
already open, pressing the camera key should switch to that task. Within the camera task the key 
behaves as capture key, additional interactions may include, for example, pausing video 
recording.  

6.1.2.2 Camera lens cover  

If the lens cover is closed then opening the lens cover of the camera launches the Camera task.  

6.1.3 QWERTY keyboard for text input  

Hildon supports QWERTY hardware keyboards. Hildon supports two types of text input methods:  

• HW keyboard 

• touch screen 

If the device includes a hardware keyboard, with a known open/closed state, then the touch 
screen text input method is not accessible if the hardware keyboard is open. Tapping a text field 
should only result in changing the cursor position. 

If the hardware keyboard is closed, tapping a text input field activates a relevant onscreen text 
input method, if the user has the onscreen text input methods enabled. The user can also disable 
the onscreen input methods. In this case, tapping a text field should only result in changing the 
cursor position.  

Parts of the touch screen can be utilised for assistive text input functionalities.  

6.2 Soft keys and touch types  

6.2.1 Single tap  

Activates all interactive elements like controls, buttons, task thumbnails, or links if tapped and 
released on top of the same element. A single tap contains the following states:  

• Tap down  

 Initiates a visual (pressed down) effect of a button or control. Makes the scroll indicator 
visible within views or menus. 

• Tap release (lift up)  

 Activates controls, commands, and any interactive element. Initiates a visual (button up) 
effect. Activates tasks from Task switcher or Task launcher. 

• Tap and cancel  

 For fixed position elements, such as view buttons, tap and cancel is activated when an item 
is tapped on and then the user moves, while touching the screen, outside of the interactive 
area of that element.  

 For moving elements, such as list items or widgets inside a pannable area, tap and cancel 
only removes the highlight from the element, when movement exceeds the tap threshold 
and the movement is interpreted as panning gesture. 
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6.2.2 Long tap  

Long tap is used for activating context sensitive menus. Long tap interactions are shortcuts and 
should not be the only way to access any important functionality.  
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7 Interaction mechanisms  

7.1 Cutting, copying, and pasting  

Cutting, copying, and pasting is instantly enabled in text input fields, meaning a single line text 
field and text area. There the user is able to select text and then initiate the required action. 
Selected text can be copied, cut, and pasted by using HW keyboard shortcuts like Ctrl-x, Ctrl-c, and 
Ctrl-v.  

Keep in mind that cut, copy, and paste is not a universal feature of all views. Viewing and 
consuming content has a higher priority.  

7.2 Panning  

Panning refers to moving content onscreen by dragging on top of the contents, instead of using 
a scroll bar for movement. In cases where panning is supported, no active scroll bar widget is 
provided for the user.  

If the user enters views, menus, or dialogue boxes that include more content than currently 
visible, then a small, scroll indicator is displayed on the right side.  

The user is also able to speed up panning by flicking the content. This means the user taps and 
flicks, quickly moving the content, which results in a continuation of panning. The end of the 
view or menu is indicated to the user, for instance through the means of rubber-band physics 
and/or visual/haptic effects.  

7.3 Selection and focus behaviour  

There is no initial focus that results in a single selection and an action directly on the first tap. 
Having no initial focus also means no passive focus.  

Tapping on any interactive element should always result in a visual feedback. For example, text 
input fields get highlighted and display a visible caret inside it. 

 
Figure 15: Highlighted text input field 

7.4 Multiple selection  

For selecting several items a dedicated view, the multiple selection view is utilised. It has a 
slightly changed the interaction paradigm. Inside this view items are not directly activated after 
the first tap, which enables selecting several items. For more information, see Section 7.4, 
‘Multiple selection’. 

7.5 Gestures  

Hildon uses a set of gestures as described below:  

• Panning: universal gesture for panning content, used in all task views  
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• Left / right: for switching to parallel and similar type of items like to the next/previous 
images or another Desktop view  

• Free movement: used in edit views of Desktop or Task launcher, enables editing and 
arranging of displayed items within a view  
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8 Layouts  

The main layout consists of the platform UI (see Chapter 5, ‘Platform UI’) and view content 
(below the platform UI). 

 
Figure 16: Platform UI layout 

For view content, the following view types are supported:  

• Grid view 

• List view 

• Special view 

8.1 Grid view  

This view should be used for visual content with no text or only a limited amount of text. The 
grid view may use separators in order to group content that belongs together logically. 

The grid view can be panned vertically. 

Grid views are, for example, used in ‘Images’ or Media Player Album view.  

 
Figure 17: Example – Grid view 

8.2 List view  

This view is used if text is the most relevant information and graphics acts just as secondary 
information.  

There may be one or two text lines with each interactive row.  
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The list view may use separators in order to group content that belongs together logically. If 
visual content is utilised then it should be an actual image or descriptive icons instead of 
placeholders only.  

The list view can be panned vertically.  

 
Figure 18: Example – List view 

8.3 Special view  

This view is used if the task does not deal explicitly with user data and instead offers mainly 
functions.  

The amount of displayed functions must be limited and focused to the most relevant ones. 
Furthermore, the displayed functions should be arranged so that there is only a minimum of 
finger movement required.  

The special view should not require panning. Horizontally panning between views can be 
enabled in special cases, for example, for views that contain similar kinds of functions and 
content. Examples are the extensible desktop, the Start contact view within Contacts or the 
Phone task. 

 
Figure 19: Example – Start Contact View 
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9 Task UI style 

9.1 Summary of changes compared to Hildon 2.1 UI style 

• No hierarchical lists (‘tree’ or ‘nested list’) inside the same view – single-level finger-usable 
list/grid instead.  

• No split views - two or more separate views/sub-views instead  

• No dimming of menu items - an item is not displayed in the menu if it is not available  

• No scrollbars - kinetic panning of the whole list/grid instead in combination with a scroll 
indicator  

• No initial focus in lists and menus – except in certain cases, like text input fields  

• No drag-and-drop – moving of content items only within edit views  

• Thumbable and flat grid view menu - no menu hierarchy and less view commands  

• Layout improvements to dialogue boxes 

9.2 Navigation  

As the basic rule, selecting a content item should be displayed in a sub view, giving the 
back/forward transition navigation logic to the user. 

Figure 20: EXAMPLE - Email folders (root view) – subview for folders – subview for Inbox message list – 
subview when one message is tapped 

It is recommended to use a root view and subviews to create a clear hierarchical arrangement of 
information and functionalities. This means that when a content item is selected, it should be 
displayed in a subview.  

As the basic rule, the main activities in tasks are done and presented in separate application 
views, while assistive activities and steps to fulfill those tasks are in dialogue boxes, popups, and 
menus on top of the currently relevant view.  

This structure also enables the user to easily return (using Back button) to the root view after 
interactions with individual content items and functionalities.  

Guidance  

• As a default, do not launch new instances when navigating inside an application. 

• Do not use split or tree view layouts in a particular view, use a root view with subviews 
instead. 

• There must be visual navigation transitions, giving the back/forward navigation logic to the 
user. One clear example is a sliding transition right whenever the user goes to a subview 
and sliding back to the left when going back to a previous level.  

• Other kinds of transitions, for example, used for sorting or filtering content within the view 
must clearly use another type of style, not be mixed with navigation transitions.  
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9.2.1 Multiple instances  

When the user’s flow of actions indicates clearly a new task, and the link back to the previous 
view is not meaningful, then the view should be started as a new task instead of transitioning to 
a subview. For example, the user initiates a new Chat discussion from a Contact entry, which 
results in a new task.  

Some tasks may use multiple instances like Browser or Conversation tasks. In these cases, 
multiple instances can be launched from selecting the instance again from the Task launcher. 
When the user has an active Conversation task window and receives an incoming event from 
another person, selecting that event also launches another instance of the same task.  

9.2.2 Examples of launching tasks and instances:  

• Web: List of bookmarks -> new view -> Web browser with the chosen bookmark in view  

• Contacts: List of contacts -> single contact view -> new view -> Call/chat/email/etc. with 
chosen contact  

• File Manager: List of items -> new view -> item shown in appropriate viewer task  

9.3 Controls  

As part of a direct manipulation UI style, frequently used commands and functionalities in tasks 
should not to be placed in menus.  

Utilise the following enablers instead, starting from:  

• The displayed content itself as interactive element 

• Embedded controls 

• Overlay controls  

• View menu  

• Context-sensitive menu  

9.3.1 Content as interactive element 

The content should itself be interactive whenever possible. For example, in Media player the 
album cover of the currently playing song can be tapped to access playlist.  

 
Figure 21: Mediaplayer ‘now playing’ view, before and after tapping the album cover 

9.3.2 Embedded controls  

Instead of having a fixed toolbar at the bottom of the view, many of the use cases can be served 
by placing the controls directly inside the content area, at the start and/or bottom of the 
content.  
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Guidance  

Controls that are clearly relevant to the view content and those that are frequently used, or if 
there is a desire to promote certain functionalities, these should be displayed along the content: 
for example, compose a new email command as the first item of the email list, or open new 
window (open blank window) in the list of web bookmarks.  

These controls are meaningful especially in cases where the user has clear decision paths 
between either selecting a content item or then doing something else when reaching this view: 
for example, either to create a new email or to open a received email, between creating a new 
photo and opening a displayed photo, and so on.  

These controls are located on top of the content view, ‘forming an embedded toolbar’ and 
scrolling away together with the displayed content.  

Embedded controls are useful where it is preferable to have as much space for displaying the 
actual content as possible and when a separate full-screen mode is not planned to be included. If 
the view in question has a separate full-screen mode, then it is not as important to try to 
conserve screen space.  

Usually these controls are placed at the start of the content items. 

 
Figure 22: Embedded control in a view 

9.3.3 Overlay controls  

For consumption-oriented tasks, the controls may be displayed as a semi-transparent overlay on 
top of the content view. Overlay controls do not scroll together with the content; they always 
remain in the same position on the screen. By default, such overlay controls are displayed at the 
bottom of the screen, although alternative placements, for instance on the right, are also 
possible.  

Guidance  

Overlay controls should be utilised when there is not a clear choice between either selecting or 
interacting with the content area or with the commands provided in these controls, like in the 
case of embedded controls. Often overlay controls have direct interactions to the content 
displayed in the current view, like image rotation controls in an image viewer application or 
camera controls on a camera view.  

If the displayed content does not fully fill the screen, for example, due to another aspect ratio of 
the content compared to the screen aspect ratio, then the overlay controls should be displayed in 
empty areas on the right side of the screen.  
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Keep in mind that multiple selection is not available as a standard interaction mechanism. This 
means that there is limited use for overlay controls in Grid and List views, unless it is desired that 
the commands affect all the listed items.  

Overlay controls should be avoided if the controls are used to manipulate the contents on screen. 
For example, with a Sketch application a fixed opaque toolbar for the sketching controls should 
be utilised instead of overlay controls, otherwise the user is not be able to sketch on the overlaid 
area.  

9.3.4 View menu  

The View menu can be accessed by tapping anywhere on the area of view title. The menu 
contains commands and optionally the means for sorting and changing the type of content 
presentation, if provided by the application.  

The commands are arranged in two columns. The most frequently used commands should be 
displayed at the top, going down left to right. Commands that have similar functionalities should 
be logically grouped together (side by side) in the menu. 

The menu can be closed by tapping on the dimmed/blurred area around it.  

 
Figure 23: View menu 

The sorting/presentation type options, if available, are presented inside the topmost row, as a 
control area. This can contain sorting options like ‘A-Z’, ‘Availability’, or ‘Recent’. These options 
are made available through toggle buttons, in other words, making a selection from these 
controls closes the View menu. As a general rule these options should not change the amount of 
displayed data, they should only affect the presentation of the content in the current view. The 
selections made here should be remembered the next time the user enters the same view. 
Similar to View menu commands, these selection mechanisms should not be duplicated with the 
controls in the view, in other words, if there is filter functionality embedded in the view, it is 
should not be duplicated to the View menu.  

 
Figure 24: View menu with sorting options 
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Guidance  

The View menu should show commands that are specific to the current view, not to the entire 
application.  

The View menu does not support submenus, it is a flat structure.  

Dimmed menu commands should not be displayed, consider alternative means for solving the 
issue if a need for this arises.  

The View menu should not contain commands that are already clearly available in the current 
view(s) of the task or via dedicated hardware keys.  

For example, do not have Close nor Play commands in a media player or zoom commands in 
Browser if they are already otherwise provided for the user.  

The menu should be optimised so that it does not contain more then 108 commands (so that all 
commands fit the screen). 

If more commands are needed, try to group them and use dialogue boxes. For example, clear 
privacy data options in browser can be grouped and all related commands or options can be 
displayed in a dialogue box. 

Commands to access application-level settings should be displayed in the root view of the 
application; they do not need to be duplicated to the subview.  

If a subview has a clear need for settings specific to the behaviour of only that subview, this View 
menu can have a separate Settings command.  

Apply the following order of options and commands within View menus: 

• Filters are displayed on the topmost row and the amount of filters varies between 2 – 4 
filters. 

• The most frequently used commands should be displayed at the top, going down left to 
right. Commands that have similar functionalities should be logically grouped together (side 
by side) in the menu.  

• As a basic framework, the following structure should be applied:  

o commands for creating ‘New‘ items 

o commands for editing content like ‘Copy’, ‘Block’, ‘Merge’ etc., ‘Details’  

o sending options  like ‘Create shortcut’, ‘Share’, and so on 

o deleting options, ‘Settings’ command if available 

9.3.5 Menu keyboard shortcuts  

Menu shortcuts refer to descriptions of keyboard combinations by which the user is able to 
activate particular commands (for example, Ctrl+c).  

The keyboard shortcuts are not displayed inside the View menu even when the HW keyboard is 
open.  

These keyboard shortcuts should be limited to cases where they really make sense, in other 
words, it is expected that the user is using the task with the HW keyboard open and actually 
selects commands from the keyboard instead of simply selecting these commands from the 
screen.  
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Guidance  

• Try to utilise generally known shortcut combinations for common functionalities, for 
example, Ctrl-x-c-v for cut-copy-paste, Ctrl-z for undo, Ctrl-b for bold, and so on.  

• Keyboard shortcuts do not need to be localised to different languages, in other words, Ctrl-n 
can be ‘New’ command in all languages, even though, for example, in Finnish there is no ‘n’ 
in the word (‘uusi’) at all.  

9.3.6 Context-sensitive menus  

Context-sensitive menus should be available whenever displaying content on the screen. Such 
menus can be activated by a long tap.  

 
Figure 25: Context-sensitive menu 

Guidance  

• Context-sensitive commands should only apply to functionalities that are done with the 
selected element, not with the entire view. 

• The menu does not display dimmed menu commands. 

• The menu should be displayed on top of the current view that is dimmed/blurred to visually 
separate the menu commands from the background (preferably the selected element is not 
dimmed). 

• The more frequently a command is used, the higher it appears in the menu structure. 

• The context-sensitive menu has a one-column design. There should be no need for panning 
or scrolling, meaning the amount of commands can be a maximum of 5. 

• The primary interaction (the one that is performed by tapping the item) should not be 
duplicated in the context-sensitive menu. 

• Context-sensitive menu should not be the only place to access certain functionality, since 
not all users discover and/or want to use context-sensitive menus. The commands in the 
menu should be considered as shortcuts, saving the user time and effort. 

• A good example of a context-sensitive command is a ‘Delete’ command in an email inbox or 
an image viewer view, or a ‘Share’ command wherever there is content than can be shared. 

9.4 Normal mode vs. fullscreen  

Supporting a fullscreen view is not a universal requirement for all tasks. When a fullscreen view 
is needed, it is usually the mode that the content is initially displayed.  
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9.4.1 Fullscreen with interactive content (like browsing) 

If the content cannot be tapped on in fullscreen owing to interactive elements then a fullscreen 
toggle control on a toolbar can be utilised. UI Platform elements should be visible while loading 
content. This is also required to display the progress information. After the content is fully 
available (here rendered) the UI Platform elements slide away and only the semi-transparent 
Fullscreen control stays visible at the right bottom corner.  

9.4.2 Fullscreen with consumption style use cases (like viewing)  

Tapping on a content item presents the related item in fullscreen view. UI Platform elements are 
first visible for a second and then slide away in order to provide the user with a hint of the 
availability of platform elements and also reveal the full content. Tapping on the fullscreen view 
returns the UI Platform elements.  

Similar to the browser example, other applications (for instance Media player when streaming 
online video) should consider utilising this behaviour, going to fullscreen mode only after 
content playback starts.  

 
Figure 26: EXAMPLE: grid of images -> tapping on an item -> view of single photo in full screen -> tapping 
on photo -> single photo view with app framework visible  

9.5 Multiple selection 

Multiple selection is separate from viewing and consuming content. This means that there are 
tailored ‘lean backwards’ views for consumption and another tailored ‘lean forward’ view for 
multiple selection items. If there is a need to support multiple selection, for example, to move or 
delete multiple files at a time, lists and grids can support a separate multiple selection view.  

9.5.1 Activation of a multiple selection function  

By default and as a baseline, there is no support for multiple selection in normal content views. 
For specific situations multiple selection can be optionally supported and activated if it is 
necessary. A command that benefits from multiple selection can be designed in the style of first 
selecting the action and then the content items to which this action is performed to.  

A command that utilises multiple selection can be activated from either:  

• Control inside the view (as overlay)  

• Control from the view menu or context-sensitive menu  

Multiple selection should essentially be done in place of the content, in other words, if the 
content is already displayed in a view or dialogue box, the UI should not switch to a new view, 
but stays in the same position.  

9.5.2 Multiple selection characteristics  

• Entering a multiple selection command must result in clear and visible changes to the view. 
The means to exit the mode are also emphasised.  
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• The title area displays a Label identifying the related action and covers the Task button, 
Status area, and View title. 

• Tapping content items in the list switches between selected and non-selected modes. 
Therefore, content items cannot be opened in this mode.  

• On the right side there is a ‘Back’ control for discarding the selections and going back to the 
previous status of the UI. 

• Pressing <action> command located on the right side performs the action on the selected 
item/s and goes back to the previous status of the UI.  

 
Figure 27: EXAMPLE – Multiple selection 

9.6 Strings 

9.6.1 Localisation  

Hildon-based user interfaces are localised for various languages.  

Keep in mind that terms are significantly longer in other languages compared to English. As a 
rule of thumb, reserve at least 30-50% more space for language variations.  

9.6.2 Truncation  

Text that does not fit into the reserved area is truncated, meaning it is shortened by cutting off a 
part of it. 

Ellipses are not used for truncation. Furthermore, ellipses should not be used for indicating 
progress. 

9.7 Notes and banners  

9.7.1 Confirmation notes  

A confirmation note is a modal dialogue box with two or more alternative commands available 
to the user. Confirmation notes should be utilised only when the user is performing non trivial 
reversible actions and these must be confirmed by the user. The use of confirmation notes 
should be minimised. Consider adding undo / revert capabilities for increased reversibility. For 
example, do not display a confirmation note when closing an application. This action does not 
harm to the user and it can be reversed by opening the application again. 
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9.7.2 Information note  

An Information note is a modal dialog with only one interaction available for the user. The note 
can be closed by tapping anywhere on the note or on the area outside of the note.  Information 
notes should be utilised only when there is information from the system which the user must 
read and observe, i.e. whereas the user can be looking away when using the information banner. 
These cases should be rare. 

9.7.3 Information banner  

The information banner is used to inform the user about non-obvious events that are happening 
currently, or were just completed. 

9.8 Dialogues 

Application dialogues are modal only to the application, meaning the task button is accessible 
and therefore the user is able to switch to another task or open the Status menu. 

For System modal dialogs, the task button is not visible and the user has to close the dialogue 
before being able to access other applications.  

Dialogues reserve the whole width of the screen. Dialogue buttons are located on the right side 
of the screen to make the best possible use of the available vertical screen size.  

The height of dialogues should be based on the amount of content that is displayed in the 
dialogue. If there is more content than is currently visible, a small scroll indicator is displayed 
between the dialogue’s content and the dialogue buttons, similar to views or menus. 

After a dialogue has been launched, the background (task view and title area) gets dimmed / 
blurred. Tapping on the dimmed/blurred area cancels the dialogue.  

Subdialogues that open on top of an existing dialogue cause the existing dialogue to become 
blurred. Tapping on the dimmed/blurred area cancels the subdialogue and the previous dialogue 
becomes visible 

 
Figure 28: Application modal dialogue  

9.8.1 Dialogue title 

The title of the dialogue should reflect the command by which the user has launched it, possibly 
giving more information if required. For example, ‘Settings’ command opens ‘Settings’ dialogue. 
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9.9 Position of subdialogues 

Subdialogues open on top of the previous dialogue but a small upper part of the first dialogue is 
still visible. If the height of the first dialogue is lower than the subdialogue’s, then the first 
dialogue moves upwards so that its upper part is visible. The upper part does not need to display 
the title of the previous dialogue. Tapping on the dimmed/blurred area cancels the subdialogue 
and the previous dialogue becomes visible again in its original position.  
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10 UI rotation 

The Hildon 2.2 UI style is optimised for a landscape screen orientation. The framework level 
functionalities (tasks, status area, back/close) are not provided in portrait mode. 

For specific use cases, a portrait mode of the current view can be given. Portrait views are for 
dedicated one-hand use cases, for example, a call handling view within an ongoing call. 

System notifications, error messages, or progress indicators are displayed in landscape 
orientation. In portrait mode, only incoming calls are indicated by onscreen notifications. All 
other incoming events are indicated to the user by sound, vibration, and the LED; not by the 
onscreen notifications, which are only available in landscape orientation.  

Switching to portrait mode and back to landscape mode is done automatically by using the 
device accelerator. If the device has no sensor, portrait views of tasks are not available.  

  
Figure 29: EXAMPLE – Landscape and portrait version of the Phone’s main view 
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11 Feedback  

There should always be instant response and feedback after tapping on interactive elements in 
the UI.  

11.1 Visual feedback  

The visual feedback may be provided directly around the tapped-on item, by changes of the 
whole view or by a combination of both, feedback around the tapped-on item and changes to 
the view.  

The visual feedback indicators are integrated into the UI elements instead of displayed on top of 
the view covering or even blocking the user’s interaction. 

11.2 Progressive feedback  

If there are delays in rendering the view, then it is rendered in phases providing the impression 
of fast performance and allowing the user to continue the task while the system is still rendering 
the remaining parts of the view.  

The phases of rendering are:  

• background 

• high-level UI framework 

• more detailed UI framework 

• incrementally the related content 

This should be used, for example, while fetching online content. In general, there are no blank, 
empty looking view backgrounds.  

11.3 Audio feedback  

Audio feedback is provided when tapping on any interactive screen element. There is no audio 
feedback when tapping on non interactive elements/areas in the UI. Audio is also used for 
ringing tones, alarms, and notifications.  

11.4 Haptic feedback  

The vibration element of the device can be used to give feedback to the user in certain cases like 
receiving an incoming event (call, SMS, Chat) or when switching on the device. 

11.5 Responsiveness  

To offer competitive performance and responsiveness the following requirements should be 
fulfilled:  

• The user interface must respond instantly when the user taps on interactive elements. The 
target for response should be 100 ms (milliseconds).  

Note:  Response in this instance means, for example, when tapping on an item, the 
item the user manipulated indicates that it received input, not that the invoked operation 
completes in that time.  

• Task start up a Task in 1.0 s (seconds).  

• Opening Task launcher/switcher and Status menu in 0.3 s.  
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12 File and content management  

This chapter defines the common file and procedures for Hildon 2.2 UI.  

12.1 File naming  

When a new file is created, the file name is determined automatically based on file type. If the 
file is a text-based file then the default name is replaced by a name taken from the beginning of 
the content, if possible, when the user closes the file. The user also has the option to manually 
‘Save as’ a file and select a name.  

The user is able to rename the file names afterwards, using File Manager.  

12.2 Undo  

Tasks should provide undo functionality for edit operations like for image manipulation. Undo 
should be possible as long as the content is being edited, within one version of file. The amount 
of undo steps depends on task needs.  

12.3 Deleting  

After initiating a ‘delete’ command, the user has to confirm the deletion by a confirmation note.  

12.4 Metadata privacy  

Metadata is available for files and data. Before sending or sharing data the user should be able to 
glance at the attached metadata. Furthermore, the user should be able to remove metadata 
from the files to be shared in order to ensure privacy.  

12.5 File details  

The user can view file details in a separate dialogue box that provides common information such 
as file name, size, editing history, storage, metadata, or even its origin (where the file came 
from). 

12.6 Tagging  

Tags provide a method to group content items by using keywords. Content items may have one 
or more tags assigned to them. Tags are also created automatically, for example, utilising the 
storage name and folder where a file is located.  

12.7 Selecting content for use  

There is a common dialogue that enables content selection for use cases other than opening. It 
can be used, for example, for attaching content to email or sending files from Chat. After 
choosing the content the user is taken back to the view where the content selection was 
initiated. 

12.8 Searching  

12.8.1 Task-specific search  

Inside a task, searching is limited to the contents inside that task. Search within a task is handled 
by the task.  
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12.8.2 Find from view  

A search initiated from a view within a task searches from the textual content of the item. For 
example, when a web page is visible, a search shows matches from the web page search 
functionality provided by the task. The presentation of search hits is optimised for content type.  
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13 Motion graphics / transitions  

Transitions and smooth screen updates are an essential part of a modern user interface. 
Nevertheless, the transitions must follow a consistent style.  

13.1 Task launching / switching / closing  

Opening a new task window and closing a task window should form a logical combination in 
their transitions, displaying ‘creation’ and ‘termination’. 

Going to the Task switcher should zoom out from an individual task to show the canvas of all 
available tasks, with their thumbnails. 

Selecting a particular task from the switcher should zoom in to this particular task. 

Zooming in should also occur when selecting the ‘New task’ command from the Task launcher. 

Due to performance reasons in the transition of launching a new task, some temporary contents 
may need to be displayed while the actual contents are being fetched/rendered/processed. 

13.2 Opening menus / dialogues / popups 

Transitions for dialogues/menus/popups should be clearly different from the transitions 
between task switching meaning that this group of transitions should communicate that the 
interactions stays within the same task view.  

13.3 Dimming  

The view background should dim/blur when menus and dialogues are displayed on top of that 
view.  
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14 Personalisation  

Hildon offers a wide range of personalisation options far beyond visual and graphical changes. 
The enablers listed below allow the user to tailor, optimise and change offered functions related 
to personal needs and style.  

The areas that can be personalised are:  

• Graphical themes  

• Wallpapers  

• Desktop view (done via applets)  

• Launcher grid  

• Installing or removing tasks  

• Personalisation of tasks, both functional and visual  

14.1 Desktop 

The user should be able to personalise the Desktop view by selecting wallpaper and contents for 
the view(s).  

The Desktop can contain one or multiple views, each with their own separate wallpapers and 
contents. The user can create, for example, one Desktop view for work-related contents and 
functionalities and another for leisure activities.  

14.2 Task launcher 

The task launcher grid of the subview can be personalised by the user, meaning the user is able 
to add or remove displayed tasks.  

The Task launcher can be customised for each product in order to reflect the device purpose. 
Afterwards, the user should also be able to personalise these device-specific features. 
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15 Graphical design  

15.1 Icons  

The target for Hildon 2.2 is to reduce the amount of icons in the system, compared to, for 
example, Internet Tablet OS 2008. This means using less icons in the UI and removing as many 
icon variants as possible.  

The icons should be designed so that an icon uses preferably only one metaphor, meaning 
combinations of icon metaphors should be avoided. For example, indicator icons should be kept 
separate from other types of icons.  

All icons should be designed in a way that as many tasks as possible can use the SAME icon.  

There are four main categories of icons:  

• Task icons 

• Content type icons 

• Indication icons 

• Other icons 

15.1.1 Task icons  

Task icons represent the task (= application) a user is using. Task icons should be clearly distinct 
from each other.  
 

EXAMPLE ICONS 

 
Email task icon (envelope) 

 
Web browser (earth) 

15.1.2 Content type icons  

Content type icons represent the content. Content icons should be clearly distinct from each 
other. If the task handling the content can handle only one type of content, then the content icon 
can be the same as the task icon.  
 

EXAMPLE ICONS 

 
Email message icon 
(same as task icon) 

 
RSS feed (handled by web browser and RSS feed 
reader) 

15.1.3 Indication icons  

Indication icons represent a state of content or a task. For Hildon 2.2, the tasks should be 
redesigned so that there is no need to use many icons that indicate state.  
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A special case of indication icons are the status area icons that also indicate a state. Status area 
icons should also have as few states as possible. UI Designs should investigate other means of 
indicating a change of state, for example, by showing an information banner.  

For example, in the email task, in OS 2008, there are no ‘unread’, ‘read’ state icons. Instead of 
icons, the unread/read state is indicated by bold font style. Also, in OS 2008, there are no ‘open’ 
or ‘closed’ folder icons. There is just one folder icon.  

The indication icons should be as generic as possible so that they can be reused in as many tasks 
as possible.  
 

EXAMPLE ICONS 

 
a generic warning indicator 

 
a generic error indicator 

15.1.4 Other icons  

There are many types of other icons that are used inside tasks and other places. These icons 
should use generic metaphors to allow as many tasks to reuse the same icons.  

EXAMPLE ICONS 

 
previous item 

     
next item 

    
New item 

      
Edit item 

      
Item details 

     
Delete item 

      

 
Accept 

    
Favorite 

    
Find/Search 

     
Refresh/Reload 

    
Stop 

 

      

 
Zoom in 

    
Zoom out 

     
Incoming item 

     
Outgoing item 
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16  Terms and abbreviations 

The following terms are to be used in this document. 
 

Term Meaning 

Applet A desktop widget. Like OSSO1.1 Home applets. Similar to Mac OS X 
(Dashboard) widgets, Yahoo Widgets, or Nokia WidSets. 

Application 
Menu (Task 
launcher) 

The modal view that allows starting new tasks. 

Back button The button for navigation on the top right corner. Visible in all the ‘non-root’ 
views of the task. 

Close button The button for navigation on the top right corner. Visible in the ‘root’ view of 
the task. 

Dashboard (Task 
switcher) 

The modal view that allows switching between ongoing tasks. If no tasks are 
open, Task launcher is shown. 

Fullscreen mode The UI mode optimised for the current task. No visible PlatformUI. Preferably 
used as a default viewing mode for specific views.  
For example, a view with grid of photos in Normal mode -> tap on single 
photo -> A view in Fullscreen mode where the photo shown covers the entire 
screen -> tap on a passive area of the photo -> back to Normal mode showing 
single photo. 

Desktop The desktop that the users sees first when opening the device. Contains 
Applets. 

Normal mode The standard UI mode showing the Platform UI. 

Partial mode Power saving mode of the screen. If done in hardware, it does not have 
colour. 

Platform UI 
(area) 

The area consists of Tasks button, Status area and Title area and close / back 
buttons. 

Status area The area next to Tasks button that contains clock and status indicators 
(initially battery + phone connection level). 

Task A running application / web application / script with UI. 

Tasks button The button that is always shown on the top left corner. Tapping it shows Task 
switcher. 

(task) 
Thumbnail 

A small-size screenshot of the running task, shown in Task switcher. 

Title area The area next to status area. Contains view, title and close / back button. 

View content The area below Tasks button, Status area and Title area. 

View The views and subviews of the task. 

View menu Can be opened from the title area, by pressing view title.  
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